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l. Intreduction

    Tkere has been evident in the history of methodological advaRcement of eco-

nomic analysis, an interactioB between economic science and control scieRce.iny7)

    Economic development, a branch of economics, may be defined as the quantita-

tive analysis in its relation to control science. Although the analytical frameworl<

of control theory is of relatively recent vintage, £he scope of applications of it has
broadened greatly to the economic cleve]opment.8'-i6)

･ However, only a reiatively small amount of research has been made on the
use of adaptive control techniques. It was R. E. Murphy, Jr.'7) who first oriented

the study on adaptive processes in economic systems. But he treated one of the

adaptive technlques such as stochastic information control techniques.

    Among various alternative methods for adaptive control techniques, the use of

the technique known as model reference adaptive techRique seems to be one of the

most feasible approaches possible for the economic development analysis.

    In this paper, we shall byiefly review the modei reference adaptive technlque

altd consider one of the adaptive processes of the economic development policy

model by using the model reference adaptive technique.

2. The Need for Modei RefereRce Adaptive Technique

    Among the varlous types of adaptlve system configuration, model reference

adaptive techniques are important since they lead to relatively easy-to-implement

sy$tems with a high speed of adaptation which can be used in a variety of situations.

    The basic scheme of a model reference adaptive system is given in Fig. 1.
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    One of the most important ad-

vantages of this type of adaptive
system is its high speed of adapta-

tion. This is due to the fact that a

measure of the difference between the

given index of performance specified

by the reference model and the index

of performance of the acljustable sys-

tem is obtained directly by the com-

parison of states of the model with

those of the adjustable model.

    The basic scheme of the model

reference adaptive system given in

Fig. 1 is cal]ed a parallel model

it from other model reference adaptive

placement of the reference model and of

    Consider the basic scheme of a

in Fig. 1, and a state-space representation

model.

    The reference mode] is described

         du'ft rm
             -A.vafi[+B,itz,e         E7Z"

        Zl.Tf :C' rcnf

    The para]lel adjustable model is

         dxs
         'dZ ' = As(t) xs + B,(t) u

        ys == C.xs

    "Jhere x.ii and x, are state vectors

dimensiona]), A.v and Bu are constant

matrices (all of appropriate dimension),

andCistheoutputmatrixof '
    Note that the same matrix C is

ble model without loss of generality, but

of one system relative to that of the

    We now introduce some important
    Definition 1.

    State genera]ized error(e)3 the

between the state vector of the model

model(x,). '
      e = C.u-Jl]s

    Definition 2.
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                                       (2. 1)
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     described by:

                                       (2. 3)

                                       (2. 4)

         (n-dimensional), u is the input vector (m-

        matrices, A,(t) and B,(t) are time-varying

       y.if and y, are output vectors (r-dimensional),

appropriate dimension.

    considered for both the model and the adjusta-

         it fixes the definition of the state vector

      other.

        definitions as follows.

    variab]e vector that represents the difference

       (JcM) and the state vector of the adjustable

                                       (2. 5)
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    Output generalized error(e); the variable vector that represents the difference

between the output of the model (yjf) and the output of the adjustable moclel (y,).

    Definition 3.

    State distance; any norm of the difference between the state vector o'f the

reference model (x.,,f) and the state vector of the adjustable model (x,).

    Definition 4.

    Parameter distance; any norm of the difference between the parameter vector

(or rnatrix) of re'ference mode] and the parameter vector (or matrix) of the adjustable

model.

    Definition 5.

    Adaptive law (algorithm); the relation between the generalized error and the

corresponding modifications of the parameters or oE the output to the adjustable

model.

    De'finition 6.

    Adaptive mechanism; set of interconnected linear, non]inear, or time-varying

blocks used to implement the adaptation law.

    Definition 7.

    Model referen6e aclaptive system;

    Reference model

        gy.it ==fif(u, Ab Jcnh t) (2. 7)
    Where P.v are parameters of the reference mode}.

        ys =A(zt, Rs, xs, t) (2. 8)
    Where ?, are parameters of the adjustab]e model.

    Index of performance which expresse$ the dfference l)etween the given index

of performance specified by the model and that of the adjustable model.

        Jfp=F(E, Pu ev 1:'s, e, t) (2. 9)
    Model reference adaptive system minimizes the Jip defined above by parameter

adaptation or by signal-synthesis adaptation via the adaptation mechanism that has

the .crenera}ized error as one of its inputs.

    In this section, we shall briefly present some application of model reference

adaptive techniques to solve the spec}fic economlc control prob]em.

    Conslder the typical economic development system such as the refereRce model

specified by the developed country (region) economy aRd the developing country

(reglon) economy specified by the adjustable model.

    The aim of this economic development system is how to develop the economic

]evel from the developing country (region) economy to the developed country (region)

    Namely, the economic development system minimizes the Jfp defined above by

parameter adaptation or by signa}-synthesis adaptation via the adaptation mechanism.
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    The parameter adaptation is represented in an industrial structure change to

develop the developing country (region) industrial structure from the primary in-

dustrial structure to high industrial structure such as the developed country (region)

economy.
    The signal-synthesis adaptation ls represented in an allocation changes of invest-

men£s between industrial sectors to develop the output of developing country (region)

economy to the same level of developed country (region) economy.

    Consider the another typical economic policy system such as the real economic

system specified by the reference model and the economic planning model specified

by the adjustable model and also the reverse specification.

    The aim of this economic policy system is how to control the index of per-

formance which expresses the dfference between the given index of performance

specife'd 6Y real economic system and that of the economic planning model.

    Namely, the economic policy system minimizes the Jip defined above by pa-

rameter adaptation or by signa}-synthesis adaptation via the adaptatioR mechanism.

    The payameter adaptation is represented in an minlmlzation of any norm of

the difference between the state vector of real economic system and the economic
planning model.

    The signal-synthesls adaptation is represented ln an input control that minimizes

the difference between the output of the real economic system and the economic
planniRg mode}.

    There are also many economic control studies for various applications of model

reference adaptive techniques.

3. The Design for Model Referenee Adaptive System

    In this chapter, we shall make precise the analytical design problem fer model

reference adaptive systems refered to Landau's book.i8)

    There are maRy types of model reference adaptive systems, but it wi}1 be easy

£o relate the specific configuration to some typlcal types by considering several
criteria for classification and applying these criteria to a given eonfiguration.

    The most popu]ar structure is the para]}el configuration, often called the output

error method. The series-parallel configuration, often called the equatioR error

method. The series configuration is also used for identification, often called the

iRput error method.

    The classification of indices of performance specified such as minlmization of

a norm of the output generalized error and its derivatives, minimization of the

state distance and minimization of the parameter distance.

    The classification of types of app]ication specified such as adaptive model-follow-

ing control system, identification wlth an adjustable model, state observation, adaptive

regulation and extremal control.

3.1 Mathematical Deseription of Model Reference Adaptive Systems

    We sha}l present the mathematical description of the model reference adaptive

systems such as parallel, series-parallel, and series types.
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  l) Paralle] Model Reference Adaptive Systems

    Consider agaln Fig. 1. To describe the reference mode], we shall consider

the fo]lowing two formats; (a) state-variable equations and (b) input!output relations

in terms of differentia} operators.

    (a) state-variable equations

    Reference model

        dxnf
        ww'wwdt"'rm=AMJufit+BEEtu cfEf(t,)=x. (3.1)

    Where,
     lhf: the model state vector (n-dimensioRal)

     zt: the vector input (m-dimensional) belonging to the case of piecewise

         continous vector functions.

    AM: the constant matrices (iixn)-dimensional.

    Bnt: the constant matrices (nxm)-dimensional.

    The reference model is taken to be stable and completely controllable.

    Adjustable model with adjustable parameters

        dxs
        ---ti2}--- :: A,(e, t) xs+Bs(e, t)u (3. 2)
        xs(to) = xs,, /1･s(to) me As,, Bs(to) = Bs,･

    x,: the adjustable model state vector (n-dimensional)

    A,: the time-varying matrices (nxn)-dimensional.

    B,: the time-varying matrices (nxm)-dimensional.

    A, and B, depend (at least) on the state generalized error vector e through the

adaptatlon law.

    The adaptation law wM be defined by;

        A,(e,t)=F(e,r,t)+A,(to) toS:TS;t (3.4)
        B,(e,t)=:G(e,r,t)+B,(to) toww<Tf{lt (3.5)
    In the case of sigRa}-synthesis adaptation,

        nvdd, t.X..nt-=A,x,+B,[u (t)+ua(e, t)] (3. 6)

        2rs(to) = ls,, Z(･a(te) ::: Ua,

    The adaptation ]aw will be defined by,

        u.(e, t)=h(e, T, t)+zt.(O) (3. 7)
    h denotes a function relation between zt.(e, t) and the va]ues of the vector e

in the interval O<T<t.

    (b) input-output relations in terms of differeRtial operators.

    Reference model
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    A(D)yji=B(D) zt. (3. 8)
Where,

                                  '         dd n m,    D=umd'tb A(P)=,Z..,aiDe, B(P)=,E.,biDz. (3. g)

   ze: the scalar input.

  yu: the scalar output of the model.
ai, bi,: the constant coefficients.

In the case of parameter adaptation, the adjustable model is described by,

    A(t, D) y, =E(t, D) zt (3. 10)
Where,

              71.    A(t, D) =::cfi(s, t) Di (3. 11)
             i..o

             'itt A    B(t, D)= Zl b,,, (E, t) Di (3. 12>
y,: the scalar output of acljustable model.
c2i,(s, t), 6,i,(E, t): the time-varying coefficients of the differential operators.

The generalized error is defined as,

The adaptation Iaw takes the following form:

    cfi(e,t')==:.7C},(e,T,t>+a',:(to) t,ff{rf{lt <3.14>

    gli(eit)=::gi<s,T,t)-i-6i(to) tof{llT:.t (3.15)

In the case of a signal-synthesis adaptation, the adjustab}e model is described by,

    A(P) y, :: BA(D)[zt+u.(E, t)] (3. 16)

Where,

            tl･    A(D) == Ea', D` (3. 17>
            lll    B(D) =:::6, Di <3. 18)
    ua,(e,t)::=li(s,r,t)+ua,(to) teE{lrf{lt (3.19)
 Series-Para]lel Model RefereRce Adaptive Systems

(a) state-variable equations

The reference model is described by Eq. (3. 1), and the adjustable model is given

    dus
    ---d-t- =: A,(e, t) Jitsf+Bs(s, t) Zt (3. 2o)

    xs(to) =: xs,, As(to) = As,, B(to) = Bs,
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    Where the state generalized error vector e is given by Eq. (3.3). -

seriesThpeartPabr
yaiiSll,(P,ftr;xOfinthEeq.azaYS2toa)Pie modei is given the term B,(e, t?.u and the

    (b) differential operators

    In the first case,

            71･

        v, =:£ai(s, t) Dty.nyt (3. 21)
            m        y, :Zbi(s, t) Dtze (3. 22>
        e" =Ys ww Yp (3. 23)
    In the second case,

               7t. 'M        y, =- IE] cfi(E, t) D`y]t+ l2i] bi,(e, t) D"it (3. 24)
              i･-o ･i, ,,.o

        S=:Zl.if-IY, (2.25)
    The two representations are eguivalent if ao==ae=1.

  ,3> Series Model Reference Adaptation Systems

    The realization of series model reference adaptive is conditioned by the inverti-

bllity properties of the reference model. Thls kind of prob}em ls relatively simp}e

in the case of siBgle inputfsingle output systems but much more complicated in the
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                                                          '
case of multivariable systems. In the following, we shal] restrict ourselves to the

case of single inputfsingle output systems.

     In this case, the reference model is described by Eq. (3. 8), the series adjustab]e

system by,

         Sli] 6i(e, t) yg' :Sl] di(e, t) DiyM (3. 26)
         ･i==-e i=･:-o

     To avoid the necessity of pure derivatives in the implementation of this type

of model reference adaptlve system, state-varlable filters are introduced in both

paths similar to the series-parallel case, as shown in Fig. 2.

     Equation (3. 26) and (3. 27) remain of the same form, but yM and u are replaced

by their filtered values yM) and uf, respectively, while the new output of the series

adjustable system is uaf.

3.2 Design Hypotheses

    The various representations of rnodel reference adaptive systems given in section

3.1 correspond to the following basic hypotheses.

    (1) The reference model is a time-invariant linear system.

    (2) The reference model and the adjustab]e system are of the same dimension.

    (3) In the case of parameter adaptation, all the parameters of the adjustable

         system are accessible for adaptation.
    (4)' During the adaptation process, the parameters of the adjustable system

         depend only on the adaptation mechanism.

    (5) Except for the lnput vector u, there are no other external signals acting

        on the system.

    (6) The initial difference betweeR the parameters of the model and those of

        the adjustab}e system is unknown.

    (7> The state generalized error vector and the output generalized error vector

        are measurable.

    This set of hypotheses is called the ideal or basic case because it allows a

straight forward analytical treatment of the model refernce adaptive system design.

Many real situations close]y fit the basic case.

4. Medel Reference Adaptive Process of Economic Development Model

    In this chapter, we shall represent the economic development model in the

state-space form, and model reference adaptive process descibed by discrete-type.

4.1 Economic development model in the state-spaee form

    We shall represent the typical economic development mode] in the state-space

form.

    Consider the saving and lnvestment behavior given by,

        C(t)=aY(t-1) (4. 1)
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        l(t)=P(C(t)-C(t-1)) (4.2)
    Where,

        Y(t) =C(t)+l(t) -i-g(t) (4. 3)
    The consumption C(t) during the tth period depends on the output of the
(t-1), Y(t-1). The investment during the tth period I(t) is given by the behavioral

equation (4.2), and the output Y(t) is as given by (4.3) where g(t) is the govern-

ment expenditure on goods and servlces during the tth period.

    Substituting (4. 1) and (4.2) into (4.3), we obtain the second order ]inear dif-

ference equation of output.

        Y(t)=(1+P) Y(t-1)-aP Y(t-2)+q(t) (4. 4)
    In generally, the state-space form is described by,

              71 "t        y(t)=Zai,y(t-i)+Ebi2t(t-i) (4.5)
             t,,:1 irc-O
    With the aid of the backward shift operator 2-i, defined by y(t) zth` :y(tIi),

we can rewrite the relation in (4. 5> as,

        a(2- ') y(t) == b(2wwi) u(t) (4, 6)
    Where,

        a(2"D:I-ai2-i-a22-2- -a.2-n (4.7)
        b(2-i)rm-bo+L}i2-i+b22-2+ -lnvb.2-"i (4,8)
    Either (4.5) or (4.6) can be expressed in the final form

        y(t) =a(fi)mib(2-i) z` (t) (4. 9)
            :T(2- i) u(t) (4. 10)
              co           =ZT,2"iu(t-i) (4.11)             i･-o

which corresponds to the transfer function refered to as the system control literature,

where

                co        [z'xz-i)=zll',z-i (4.12)               i#o
    It follows from (4.9) and (4.10) that

        a(2-i) T(2-i)=b(2m') (4. 13)
    Substitution of (4. 7), (4.8) and (4.12) into (4.13) yields

                 co        T, == b,+Za, 7nl,m, (4. 14)
                i'='!

    Suppose that the (4. 5) or (4. 9) can be converted to the statedspace repre･senta-

tion of the form.
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        x(t>=Ax(t-1)+Bu(t) (4.15)
        gy (t)=C･x(t) (4. 16)
    Where Jt(t) is defined as the state vector of dimension n.

    The transfer function matrices of (4.9) can be written as,

        T(2-i) := 2C(21- A)-iB (4. 17)
                               '
 . .., ==CB+CAB2-i+CA2B2-2+･･4･･････ (4.1&
    Compare (4.12) with (4.18), then it wi]1 be shown to be,

        T,=CA.iB i-mO,1,2, (4.19)
    Where T are the matrix multip]iers of the system referred to as the Markov

matrlces in the control system.

4.2 Model reference adaptive process described by discrete type

    The practical implementation of model reference adaptive techRique iR economic

development model requires the derivation of discrete time adaptation.

   ..Cpnsid.er the parallel model reference adaptive system descrlbed in chapter 3. 1

and restated here for the discrete time case.

    The reference model

                ･ll ･M.        y,if(t)=:aiyN(t-i)+:E]biz{(t-i) ･               i-i i-･e (4.20)
       . ..Pi'¢(t-1) '    Where,

        PT=[ai, a2, ･･･, a., bi, b2, ･･･, b.] (4.21>

        ¢T(t-1) = [y,,(t-1), ･･･, y"i(t-n), u(t), ･･･, it(t-m)] (4. 22>

       P: the parameter vector.

    y,,f(t): the mode} output at instant t.

     u(t): the model input at instant t.

    The reference model is characterized by the discrete transfer function:

        hM(2)=(tT.i,l.,bi2`)/(1-ttl.,ai2rm`) (4.23)

    The parallel adjustable model.

               nm        y,(t)=Zdi(t)y,(t-i)+Z6i(t)u(t-i) '

              i-=i i-o (4. 2zl)      ' =Pf'(t)ip(tTl)=[Pi(t)+Pp(t)]Tip(t-1) .
                        tt        zio(t):[15f(t-1)]'ip(t-1) .. (4.25)
   Where,

'"'i'':' ilrb'T' (l)'=ia"'i(t),i''',b".(l>,b"o(t),-'','b",'h(t)]' '' ' (3･26)
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        ¢T(t-1) == [zt(t-1), ･･･, zl(t-7i), u(t), ･･･, ze(t-m)] (4. 27)

    y,(t)': the posterior outputs at instant t. '
    gy,O(t): the prior output at instant t.

    The generalized eyror: ' '`
        aprior: E2=yM(t)-zlg(t) (4.9.8),
        aposterior: E,=:y"r(t)-y,(t) (4.29)
    The adaptation algorithna:

                  n        y(iJ> == e(t)+XciE(t-i> (4. 30)
                   71.        vO(t)=eO(t)+21]ciE(t-i) , (4.31)

       ,.l5(t)=ISf(t)+ISP(t> .･ , (4.32>
       ,. irSi'(t) =: f5i(t-1)+l", (ve(t)) :,#.,,,<vo(l>)+26i(-1) (4. 3.3)

                                                                      '        Pi'(t)=l7,(vO(t)) ･ (4.g4)' t"'i
                                                      '

    Pi(t): the part of the adap£ation algorithm which provides the' memory of
           the adaptation mechanism.
    ISt'(t): a transient term which vanishes when v2== O.

    We shall use a modified adaptation alg6rithm of the form.'

        iSr(t)=,Pi(t-1)-t-II(v(t>) (4.35)
                                                                      '        .Pi'(t)=FE (v(t)) (4. 36)

    The parallel model reference adaptive system described by Eqs, (4. 20) to (4. 34)

is globa!ly asymptotically stable if the following adaptation algorithm is used:

        15(t).,,ISf(t)+i5p(t) - (4.37)
        ,isi(,>.,,fsi(,.k)'+-,nvyip,,(,--,)-//elil$,-i(i)--,)]ip'(,'l'"o-.o<t) -･''(4',3g)

        isp(t)=-r-.-ep.(,:L8i'f-<[-wwi-,sll)IFip･-(g,ww-it)]-b-(i=--i)vect.?.,.. ... ' .(4･3g)

        vo(t) == y,,(t)-[iSr(t-i)]7i ip(t-i)+ te,.l.,c,(t-i) (4'. 40)'

                         '                                                         '
      F: an arbitrary positive definite matrix. ,,
    F'(t): a constant or time-varying matrix satisfying condition (4.41) and c are

          selected a strictly positive real satisfying condition (4, 42). .1, .,,. ..,,,

                                                                   t t..t        F'(t)+(1/2)･F>-O ' ''i--'-i･<4:41)
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                  tl.              1+ Z c, 2-t

        h(ej=rm `::r' (4.42)              1H Z] ai2-i
                 ･e=-1

Theorem 2
    The parallel model reference adaptlve system described by Eqs. (4.20) to (4. 34)

is globally asymptotically stable if the following integral adaptatlon argorithm is used:

        A .-        P(t) =: Pi (t) (4. 43)
        p(t) =: isi(t-o+ i+¢.(F, !' i) il(¢,(-' i)ia(,mo vo(t) (4. 44)

        F-i(t) == R,(t) F-i(t-1)+2,(t) ip(t-1) ipT(t-1) (4. 45)

        F(o)>o, o<2(t) :i{1, os{g2,(t)<2

        vO(t) :y.(t)-[f5i(t-1)]Tsz5(t-1)+,tt.",c,(t-i) (4.46)

    Where, F(O): an arbitary positive definite matrix. c are selected a strictly

positive real satisfying condition (4.47).

                  n               1+,2.E]-lct2'Z 2

        h'(2) :1- t/#.i'-i,.,2I;' ny '-2- (4` 47)

            =h(2)-pt22'L 'l=,I.l}.,[l:[R2(t)]<2

    Next, we shall consider the following simpie economic development model with

single-input and single-output parallel model re{erence adaptive system.

    The developed regional economic model:

        ZIbl(t) :aiZIM(t-1)+a2zt]f(t-2)+biu(t-1) (4.48>

      yif(t): the regional output at the instant t per regional resident.

       ze(t): the government expenditure on goods and services per regional

             resident.

    ai, a2, bi: the parameters of developed regional economic model.

    The developing regional economic model:

        Yg(t)==a,(t-1)Y,(t-1)+di,(t-1)y,(t-2)+5,(t-1)u(t-1) (4.49)

        Ys(t)=di(t)y,(t-l)+a'2(t)y,<t-2)+6i(t)u(t-1) (4.50)

    Where,
       ys(t): the regional output at the instant t per regional resident.

       y,O(t): the prior regional output at the instant t per regiona] resident

             using the value of the adjustable parameters at the instant t-1.
    al, a"2, 6i: the parameters of developing regional economic model.

    The generalized output difference.
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        eO(t)=ztN(t)-yg(t) (4.51)
        e(t)=yM(t)-y,(t) (4. 52)
    The adaptation mechanism will contain a linear compensator generating a signal

v(t) :

                              lt        aprior vO(t):eO(t)+2I]cie(t-i) (4.53)
                             i=7.1

                                1'        aposterior v(t)=E(t)+:cie(t-i> (4,54)

    The degree r and the coefficients ci will be determined as part of the design.

The signal ve(t) will be used to imp]ement the adaptation algorlthms, which for

this examp]e will be chosen in the form.

        a',(t)=aA,(t-1)+l"ai(vO(t))=te.,r.,(vO(l))+a'i(-1) i--1,2 (4.55)

        6i(t) -ww 5i<t-1)+libi(vD(t)) = ,tt.;.,l"b,(ve(l))+b",(- 1) (4. 56)

    In developing the design, we shall use modified adaptation algorithms of the

from,

        a"i(t)=aAi(t-1)+l".,(v(t)) i=1,2 (4,57)

        6,(t)=:6,(t-l)+rS,(v(t)) (4.58)
    First step

    Subtracting Eq. (4.50) from (4.48) and also using Eq. (4.52), we obtain

        e(t)=ais(t-l>+a2E(t-2)+[ai-al(t)]y,(t-1)+[a2-a'2(t)]y,(t-2)

            +[bi-6i (t)] z` (t-1) (4. 59)
    Also using Eqs. (4.54), (4.57) and (4.58), one obtains the following equivalent

feedback system:

        e(t) =aie(t-l)+a2e(t-2)+wi(t) (4.60)
                  r        v(t) =e(t)+Zcie(t-i) (4. 61)
                  i=s

        m(t) =-Te,i(t) =t9.,[tg.,r'.,(v(l))+a',(-1)-a,]z/(t-t) .

                                                                (4. 62)
            +[,#.,TS,(v(l))+"?i(-1)-bi]u(t-1)

    Where Eqs. (4. 60) and (4. 61> define a Jinear time invariant feedforward block

and Eq. (4.62) defines a nonlinear time varying feedback block.

    Second step

    To be ab}e to apply the hyperstability theorem to the equivalent feedback
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system of Eqs. (4.60) to (4.62) one should first determine f"','･(v(l).) and l"Z,(v(l))

such tha,t the equivalent feedback block defined by Eq. (4.62).

                tl
        rp (O, ti)= II[] y(t) tu(t) l}ii r: (4. 63)
                t..･,o

    By using Eq. (4.62) the inequlity of Eq. (4.63) becomes

        ry(O' ti) = ,tF..',, ,#,.,"(t) Y(t - i) [,#,.,l7at("(l)) + `fz(- 1) - at]

                                                                (4. 64>
            -Ft?.,y(t)zt(t-1)[,:`,I"g,(v(l))+6i(-1)-bi]:}li-r:

    By the use of the following relation:

        tV..,x(t)[tt.,{ax(i)]+c] = ''S,'[tll.,x(t> + '2'-]+ "//'t;...,x2(t) - -2'C. 2 - "i"a'

    Using the relation given by Eq. (4.65>, one obtains the fo]]owing particular

so]ution Ta, and rS,:

        l"f,,(v(t))==a,v(t)Ys(t-i) a,>Oi--1,2 (4.66)

        l"C,(v(t))=P,v(t)z`(t) i9,>O .(4.67)
    Third step
    To have lime(t)==O for all E,, cf,(-1)-at, 6,(-1)-bi and all bounded input

sequences tt(t), the equiva]ent feedbacl< system defined by Eqs. (4.60), (4.61), and

(4.62) should be asymptotically hyperstable with the feedback blocl< of Eq. (4.62)

satisfying inequality (4.63) one can then apply the Popov hyperstability theorem for

discrete systems.

    Therefore, the discrete transfer function of the equiva]ent feed forward block

defined by Eqs. (4.60> and (4.61), which is,

                    ).                1+ Z] c.i, 2-1 .                   .,. ･., (4. 68)        h(2) = "l N ai2-i- a22-2

should be strictly positive real.

    So that the transfer function of Eq. (4.68) will be strictly positive real, the

poles of h(2) shou]d ]ie in i2i<1, considering now the parameter plane ai-a2, we

note that this conclition is satisfied if ai and a2 lie within the triangle shown in Fig.

3. This stability domain is defined by the inequlities.

        1+ai-a2>O

        1- ai-a2 >O (4. 69)
           1+ a2 >O

    Applying the transformation 2:==(1+s)!(1-s) to Eq. (4. 68) with r :=O (i. e., cj = O),

g.ne obtains,,.
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        h'(s) "= (i-a,-a,)+si(2++2//l"si)E'e'+":,nv'("irm-'ar=ntaew'

and the real part of h'(s) for s==jzv is given by,

                    (1-ai-a2)+2(1+3a2) w2+(1+ai-a2) w4        Re (h (j'w)] == " [1 - ., - ., - [2E)'2'('l'''lll: 'ti'I'-'a6)']'llF'4'fo",,'('i"+""'2i'i"

    The real part of h'(j'zv) will be strictly posltive real for any real

fore h'(s) will be strictly positive real if, iR ad(lition to the condition

a and a satlsfy one of the following two conclitions:

        1+3a, .S':x･i O

        (1+3a,)2-(1+ai-a2)(1-ai-a2)<O

    The corresponding domain in rhe ai-a2 plane for which strictly

is assured with r=O is shown in Fig. 3 by the cross hatched area.

this domain is smaller than the stabi]i£y domain.

   tw positlvity and stability domain

   D

(4. 70)
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   (4. 71)

zv, and there-

of Eq. (4.69),

   (4. 72)

real positivity

we note that

stabHity domain ao"

I

- "
l 2

-I

ql

             Fig. 3. Stability and positivity domain in the parameter plane

                    for the cliscrete transfer function.

    To obtain a strictly posltive real transfer function when a and a are outside

of this domain but still in the stability domain, one must consider either r=1 ox

r == 2.

    For r ;=1, applying the same procedure as above and taking into account that

-1<ci<1, one finds that ci, ai and a2 must satisfy either the condition

        1-ci ai+3a2 }.)O (4. 73)
or the condition,

        (1-ciai+3a2)2-(1-c?)(1-Fai-a2)(1-ai-a2)<O (4.74)



            +

    If we

        C2 = Cl N

the coefficients

form of a
strict]y positive

which becomes

    Fourth step

    In this last

given by Eqs.

and (4. 67)

the yelation

of Eqs. (4.66)

    The explicit

One obtains

        v(t) ==

    Replacing

(4. 58>, (4. 66)
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    The condition of Eq. (4.74) caR always be satisfied by a convenient choice of

ci and in particular it is satisfied for any values of a,, and a2 within the stability

domain if one choses.

    For r=2, applying the transformation 2==(1+s)1(1-s), one obtains

              1+c,+c,
        h' (s) = 'l'::L'a'l':'[IL''l"l"

               (1 + s) [2 (1 - dy)/(1 + di dy)1 +s [(1 + dy - ca)f(1 + di + dy)] ..

The

       (1+s)[2(1+a2)f(1-ai-a2i)+sI(1+ai-a2)1(1-ai-a2)]

  choose

       1

      of s2 in the numerator of h'(s) becomes null, and

  transfer function already discussed. Therefore so that

      real one should satisfy the inequa]ity

2(1-c,)/(1+c,+c,)=<2-cD!ci2(1+ai-a2)!2(i+a2)

c,<4(1+a2)f(3+ai+a2)

       step, it oRly remains to determine the adap£ation
     (4.55) and (4.56) knowing the adaptation laws given

  which use v(t) instead of vO(t). To do this, we shall

   between v(t) and ve(t), and then we shall express the

     and (4.67) in terms of vO(t) ins£ead of v(t).
        expression of v(t) is obtained from Eq. (4.61) usmg

     e(t)+cie(t-1)+c2E(t-2) :aie(t-1)

    +a2E(t-2)+[ai-cf2(t)]y,(t-l)+[a,-aA2(t)]y,(t-2)

    +[bi-6i(t)]u(t-1)+cie(t-1)+c2e(t-2)

     a'i(t), d2(t), 6i(t) in Eq. (4. 80) by their expressions given

    and (4.67), one obtalns

v(t)=aie(t-l)+a2E(t-2)+[ai-a"i(t-l)-cr,v(t)y,(t-1)]y,(t-1)

    +[a2-a2(t-1)-cr2v(t)y,(t-2)]y,(t-2)

    +[bi-6,(t-1)-P,v(t)u(t-1)]u(t-1)+c,e(t-1)-i-c,e(t-2)

expression for vO(t) is obtain by using Wqs. (4. 48), (4. 49), (4. 51)

     <4. 76)

     (4. 77)

  h'(s) has the

   h'(s) wiil be

     (4. 78)

     (4. 79)

law of the form

  by Eqs. (4.66)

try first to find

adaptations laws

 ' Eq.(4.59).

     (4. 80)

 by Eqs. (4. 57),

     (4. 81)

    and (4. 53) :
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        yO(t)xaie(t-1)+a2e(t-2)+[ai-a"i(t-1)]y,(t-1)

             +[a2-c22(t-1)]y,(t-2)+[b,-5,(t-1)]tt(t-1) (4.82)

             +cie(t-1)+c2E(t-2)

    Substracting Wq. (4.81) from (4'. 82), one obtains

                    2
        vO(t) -v(t) = Z] criv(t) yg(t-i)+B,v(t) u2(t-1) (4. 83)

wl}ich yields

        v(t) =vO(t)/[1+ t?.,cr,zl?(t-i)+B, u2(t-1)] (4. 84)

    Using Eq. (4.84), the adaptation law of Eqs. (4.57), (4.58), (4.66) and (4.67)

become

        di(t)==di(t-1)+(criy,(t-i)/[1+tF,l.,criyg'(t-i)+p,zt2(t-1)])ve(t) (4.8s)

        6(t)==6,(t-1)+(P,z`(t-1)/[1+tl..,cr,11Z(t-i)+P,zt2(t-1)])vO(t) (4.86)

    Note that vO(t) can be computed using Eqs. (4. 48), (4. 49) and (4. 53), one obtains.

                     22        ve(t)=:z/.if(t)-Z]cft(t-1)y,(t-i)-5i(t-1)u(t-1)+:ci,e(t-i) (4.87)

                     i=1//1 il=tl
    The adaptation delay at the instant t is equal to the time necessary for com-

puting vO(t) and for multipiication of vO(t) wlth the weighting factors appearlng in

Eqs. (4. 85) and (4. 86), which are already computecl at t-1.

5. Conelusion

    In this paper, we have briefly reviewed the model reference adaptive technique

and have investigated one of the adaptive processes of the economic development

policy modei.

    Firstly, we have consiclered the need for the model reference adaptlve technique

in the adaptive processes of the economic development policy model.

    Secondly, we have considered the design for model reference adaptive systems.

    Thirdly, we have investlgated the model reference adaptive process of economic

development model descrlbecl by discrete type.

    The moclel reference adaptive technique is concelved to be a useful method

in specifying the quantiative analysis of the aclaptive processes of the economic

development policy model.

    In this way, it is to be expected that many economic development stuclies for

various applications of model reference adaptive techniqRe are clarified.
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                                     Summary

   We have brieSy reviewecl the modei reference aclaptive techniciue and investigated one of the

aclaptive processes of the economic clevelopment policy moclel by using the modei reference adap-

tive technjqne.

The main results are as follows.

   <1) There are many economic contro], studies for various applications of moclel reference

adaptive techniques such as the economic development system with the reference mocEel specifiecE

by the cleveloped country (region) economy and the developing cotintry (region) economy specified

by the adjustable moclel, and also the real economic system specified by the reference model and
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the economic planning niodel specified by the adjustab}e nLodel and the reverse specification.

   (2) 'I'he niatheinatical clescription of the inodel reference adaptive systeins is dividecl into

three types such as parallel, series-parallei and series types.

   (3) The economic development moclel is typicaly specified by the $tate-space form sucli as

the equation (4.5).

   (4) The practical implenientation of inoclel reference acEaptive technique in economic develop-

ment model requires the derivation of cliserete time adaptation.

   (5) The parall.el inodel adaptive systein clescribecl by Eqs. (4.20) to (aj.34) is globally asmpto-

tically･ stable if the following adaptation algorithm is used by ltLcls. <4.37> to (4.42).

   (6) 'I'he parallel inodel adaptive systein describecl by l'/,".qs. (4.20) to (4.34) is globally asinpto-

tically stable of the following integral aclaptation algorithin is used l)y EXqs. (4.43) to (4.47).

   (7) The inodel reference aclaptive technique is conceived to be a useful method in speclfying

the quantitative analysis of the aclaptive processes of the economic development policy･ moclel such

as t/he results of analysis of economlc development model specified by Eqs. (4.48) to (4.52).


